S3632  SHE’S MY LITTLE FORTUNE NOOKIE  (USA, 1997) [V]

**Credits:** director/writer, Jace Rocker  
**Cast:** Brooke Ashley, Leanni Lee, Tom Byron, Jonathan Morgan, Marc Wallice.  
**Summary:** A pornographic parody of Apocalypse now. Opens in Saigon in 1973. Maj. Stonewall Jackson ‘Stony’ Cantrell (Byron) is ordered by General Kickass (Modifier) to penetrate the Vietnamese “bush” to find the renegade Col. Charles Remington (Kaplan). Remington has set himself up as the leader of a band of partisan Amazons on the Cambodian border. Maj. Stony first joins up with Lt. Jack Peterson (Morgan) and a Dennis Hopper-type civilian photographer (Wallice) at a Saigon bar where they engage in various sex acts. They eventually set out through the jungle only to be captured by some of the Colonel's women. There is a cave scene with the shaved-headed Colonel and more sex before Stony and Peterson escape.
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